PREFACE
date at which this volume ends, the outbreak of the
JL European War, is the latest for which there is enough docu-
mentary evidence to write English history scientifically. Only
a short while ago the zero point must have been placed much
farther back; but the wealth added to our evidences in the last
ten years is exceptional. It includes, to take only a few instances,
Messrs. Gooch and Tcmparley's llritish Documents, two volumes of
Lord Salisbury's Life, three of Chamberlain's, all of Asquith's,
Redmond's, and Lord Carnarvon's. Any one who has gratefully
used these many volumes must be penetrated by the thought of
his helplessness without them. There remain certain gaps—a
volume yet to come in c^ch of the three cases lirst-mentioned,
and above all the long-expected Life of Balfour. But what we
have now, vastly outweighs what we still await.
In histories of recent periods it has been common and perhaps
usual that names of persons still living should be distinguished
from those of the dead by such prefixes as 'MrA The practice is
surely a bad one; it creates an entirely unreal line of division,
and hampers both writer and readers in their attempt to view the
past sub specie aeternitatis. Therefore I have here wholly abstained
from it. I hope that my decision will in no quarter be interpreted
as discourtesy. To living people who have helped to make
history, it should scarcely be a ground of complaint that they are
treated as historical figures.
Save one, my most outstanding debts are to the Kditor of the
series, to which this volume belongs, and to two other friends™
Dr. J. L. Hammond and Mr. Joseph Owen (late of the Board of
Education)—who cheerfully embraced the onerous task of read-
ing the fifteen chapters in manuscript, and made most valuable
suggestions on thorn. 1 particularly owe it to Dr. Hammond that
my attention was directed to the imprinted Gladstone Papers
bearing oft the problem of Gladstone's conversion to Home Rule*
But for my access to these f must also render thanks to the Glad-
stone Trustees and to their Secretary, Mr, A, Tilney Buxsett, who
placed freely at my disposal his unique* knowledge of the Papers,
their order, contents, and handwritings.
No one could write a volume of this kind without seeking infor-
mation upon a host of particular points from individuals qualified

